There are some data centers that are located far from the main data center for ensuring continuity of company's Information Technology operations in case the main data center encounters a serious downtime especially for companies engaged to work in distributed manner to increase quality-of -service to their customers. Environmental downtime is a significant cost to organizations and makes them unable to do business because what happens in the data center affects everyone. In addition, the amount of electrical energy consumed by data center increases with the amount of computing power installed. One strategy of reducing energy consumption in data centers is to adjust the temperature and humidity data. Installation of physical Information Technology and facilities related to environment on monitoring temperature, humidity, power, flood, smoke, air flow, room entry is the most proactive way to reduce the unnecessary costs of expensive hardware replacement or unplanned downtime and decrease energy consumed by servers. In this paper, we present remote system for monitoring auxiliary data centers implemented using open-source hardware platforms, Arduino, Raspberry Pi, and the Gobetwino . The objective of collecting temperature and humidity data allows monitoring server's health and gets alerts if things start to go wrong. When the temperature hits 50 o C., the supervisor at remote headquarters would get a SMS, then take appropriate actions that make sense to reduce electrical costs and preserve functionality of servers in auxiliary data centers. The data center environmental monitoring represents a step forward towards addressing awareness monitoring of energy efficiency and data centers located far with ability to receive a notification by email.
Introduction
Auxiliary data centers hold scalable Information and Technology (IT) equipment-servers for assuring business continuity in many companies which operate in distributed manner for the reason of increasing quality-of-service of the system perceived by end-users. However, the amount of electrical energy consumed by data centers increase with the amount of computing power. In the same line, as the workload of computing grows in size, it seems that day after day a failure situation is close to happen, then increasing the energy waste even more and affecting the business continuity. Servers produce a lot of heat, figures vary but a rough figure for a large server is around 2500 British Thermal Unit (BTU) 1 . Normally, available ventilation is good enough to maintain a safe and reliable environment, but of that fails then overheating can be a problem. The overheating impresses IT heads to think what they should monitor.
The environment inside servers is the most obvious to monitor using server monitoring tool but often times the environment outside of servers is neglected. Design and implement a monitoring and reporting strategy for metering the energy use and temperature of various area of IT equipment-server is essential for efficient maintenance, energy efficiency and planning further change. Therefore, installation of physical IT(Information Technology) and facilities environment monitors based on monitoring temperature, humidity, power, flood, smoke, air flow, room entry and other conditions is the most proactive way to reduce the unnecessary costs of expensive hardware replacement or unplanned downtime.
This paper presents mechanisms with the objective of saving electrical costs and respecting the business continuity in case of business failure due to inaccessibility of data centers. The objective is achieved by designing and implementing a monitoring of environment outside servers. A regular monitoring of temperature and humidity is straightforward because new equipment such as servers can easily cope with energy efficiency by increasing the temperature and decreasing the minimum relative humidity in data centers. Assuming that, it would mean that air conditioning would only be needed less as before such as 12 days a year in data centers for instance 2 . The environmental monitoring for outside servers is implemented using open-source hardware platforms, Arduino 3 , Raspberry Pi 4 , and the Gobetwino 5 . The Data Center environmental monitoring represents a step forward towards addressing awareness monitoring of data centers located far with ability to receive a notification by email. With the proposed monitoring data center environmental, organizations can effortlessly install the system with no additional wiring installation and maintenance cost. Additionally, our proposed system is implemented to view the system logs and status via Internet in real time. Simply monitoring this data is not enough. We need to make sure performing something to our environment monitoring spots problems that is whole point of monitoring.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section2 provides related work and essential background on monitoring Data Center environmental conditions system. We describe system design of the proposed system in Section 3, and demonstrate deployment of our system in Section 4. Finally, conclusion and future research direction are described in Section 5
Related Work and Background
An important number of research in area of monitoring data center from environmental conditions focuses on the implementation of such monitoring system based on the Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) 6, 7, 8, 9 . The architecture of deploying WSN in data center consists of the sensor in front and behind every server [9] . With the help of TelosB mote running on TinyOS 2.1, the collection of temperature data is made possible. However, one of the challenges of using that kind of TelosB is the power consumption because they use battery. The power consumption is not the unique challenge, the lower performance of wireless sensor network stands as a challenge because WSN topology changes dynamically most of the time.
Recently, the trends towards design made a transition from 8 bit to 32 bit (ARM Cortex M3) explore the next release of Arduino in the form of cheap practical computer (like Raspberry Pi) or a 64-bit processing [5] . The idea for considering Arduino as a single board for practical industrial applications leads us to implement the remote monitoring of auxiliary data center environmental conditions using lower hardware cost with Raspberry Pi. Using Arduino, the challenges of energy consumption of sensor implemented in WSN for collecting data such as heat, humidity, airflow, smoke are solved.
System design
Building an environmental monitoring requires development and integration of many hardware and software components. Gobetwino is listening on the serial port 5 , for "commands" coming from Arduino, and in response it performs something for Arduino and possibly send command to Arduino. WinSCP is an open source free SFTP client and FTP client for Windows. Legacy SCP protocol is also supported 11 . Its main function is safe copying of files between a local and a remote computer. In this paper, we develop a script performs a transfer by copying the log sensor file to the remote server on Raspberry Pi 9 . The supervisor team should receive a notification email directly at primary working place.
Gobetwino is kind of a "generic proxy" for Arduino. It's a program running on a PC (Windows only), that will act on behalf of Arduino and do some of the things that Arduino can't do on its own. So it works like a go between, hence the name 5 . Using the defined command types you can create commands in Gobetwino that Arduino can request Gobetwino to execute. These commands are used to start a program on the PC, start a program until it finishes, and send data to any windows program from Arduino, like it was typed on the keyboard. Gobetwino is used to send email, optionally with an attached file.
The implementation of the proposed environmental monitoring costs a lot less budget. A simple Arduino can offer more data for lot less money. For the budget conscious you can get a cheap Arduino for less $ 5. To monitor the humidity, we use a DS18b20 12 and a 4.7Ω resistor for $ 9.95. To read data from the sensor, we use an Arduino. The Arduino can be connected over a USB serial cable for the current value to be extracted and reported back. Gobetwino is installed on a simple computer with Windows as operating system to collected sensor data from Arduino connected to it. Fig.1 shows the algorithm of collection of environmental data for the system.
The objective of collecting temperature and humidity data allows us monitoring server's health and gets alerts if things start to go wrong. When the temperature hits 50 0 C., the supervisor at remote headquarters would get a SMS, then take appropriate actions that make sense to reduce electrical costs and preserve functionality of servers in auxiliary data centers. Fig. 2 . shows the overall system architecture of an environmental monitoring that we have developed. There are essential commands that should be programmed on Gobetwino in order to save the log monitoring on the host server. Three commands have been developed with Gobetwino. As stated earlier Gobetwino defines a set of command types that can be used as templates to create commands. Each command type has a name that is an abbreviation of its function. The difference between a command type and a command can best be explained with an example. The Fig .3 . shows the log to file command type in the project (TRANSFER) defines a command type that has parameters, program path, Timestamp. We create one LGFIL type command with the name SENSORLOG that logs sensor readings from Arduino to a file called testlog.cvs. So the command type defines an action and a set of parameters that each has a data type. We design a database that will contain our static and dynamic data as follows: one table named sensorupload where we store the temperature logged classified by date in timestamp format. We write out a shell script that will be executed as a job every 5 minutes.
In this paper, Python 13 facilities to implement the notification message, sending reporting that include current value of temperature and humidity for instance. Python is a wonderful and powerful programming language that's easy to use and with Raspberry Pi lets us connect the project to the real world. The easiest introduction to Python is through IDLE. With Python, script codes are developed which allows to send email within attached the log sensor data from host server and transferring to remote server using secure tool WinSCP. Beside python script, we write out a shell script to execute automatically the script as job every 5 minutes using crontab 14 .
Usefulness of the design and its results
We have deployed the project at data center located at the Department of Computer Engineering for development and testing purposes. The deployment includes an Arduino board within temperature sensor, infrared, light sensor, a host sever on which we have installed Gobetwino software. The Arduino is connected to the host server and the port COM 5 is used to ensure communication between Arduino and host server through Gobetwino that acts on as a proxy. The Fig.4 . shows a real-time monitoring on Arduino board. The log data is saved on Host server in CSV format. The overview of the file after being saved on the specified path on the Gobetwino interface. On the host server, WinSCP command scheduled as a task is running. The Fig.5 . shows the outcome during transfer by running the WinSCP command. On the remote server which in this report is implemented on raspberry board, the LAMP (Linix Apache MySql PHP) web service model. After job tasks uploading the csv file that holds monitoring data, the log data file is sent to the supervisor team mail as shown on Fig.6 .. 
Conclusions and Future works
In this paper, we have presented a data center environmental monitoring using Gobetwino, Arduino and Raspberry Pi. The monitoring environmental of outside servers in data centers enables reporting strategy for efficient maintenance and planning further change for companies that operates in distributed manner. Furthermore, the environmental monitoring enables establishing recommended temperature and humidity required in data centers. As the requirement remains as stated, the energy inefficiencies is reduced. As future work, the system design presented in this project can be expanded in a number of different aspects. For example, additional user friend web monitoring portal to allows supervisors to monitor sensor data in real time through charts which can be designed using HTML5.
